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Spelling Apps

App Title App Description

Spelling Free

Spelling words are spoken and used in a sentence.

Phonics “hint” feature sounds out each word and

provides a list of possible phonograms for each

Option of uppercase or lowercase letters. Option of

alphabetic or QWERTY keyboard.

Simplex Lite contains over 50 high frequency words that

do not appear in the full versions. Full versions include:

Simplex Spelling HD- Dolch Sight Words

Spelling Phonics 1- English; Simplex Spelling Phonics 2

Syllables- Spell to Read; and Simplex Spelling Phonics

Advanced Phonograms.

Squeebles

Spelling Test

Create spelling tests from your own lists. Includes 3 test

modes and a mini game that kids get to play as a reward

for doing well on their spelling tests.

SpellingCity This app should be used in conjunction with the website

www.spellingcity.com Sign up for a free account on the

website to create your own spelling lists or to download

hundreds of pre-made lists. Import lists from the website

into the app. The app includes 8 learning activities that

can be used with any list: word unscramble; sent

unscramble; hangmouse; missing letters; alphabetize;

audio word match; and spelling test me.

Super Speller:

Create Your

Spelling

Enter your own spelling lists and record word and

sentence to go with each word. Study words (see

hear each word with option to tap word for written

definition). Play word unscramble and word search with

the words. Take test with scoring and feedback for each

word.
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Price

Spelling words are spoken and used in a sentence.

Phonics “hint” feature sounds out each word and

provides a list of possible phonograms for each sound.

Option of uppercase or lowercase letters. Option of

Simplex Lite contains over 50 high frequency words that

do not appear in the full versions. Full versions include:

Dolch Sight Words; Simplex

Simplex Spelling Phonics 2

Simplex Spelling Phonics-

Free

Create spelling tests from your own lists. Includes 3 test

that kids get to play as a reward

$1.99

This app should be used in conjunction with the website

Sign up for a free account on the

website to create your own spelling lists or to download

made lists. Import lists from the website

into the app. The app includes 8 learning activities that

can be used with any list: word unscramble; sentence

unscramble; hangmouse; missing letters; alphabetize;

audio word match; and spelling test me.

Free

Enter your own spelling lists and record word and

sentence to go with each word. Study words (see and

hear each word with option to tap word for written

definition). Play word unscramble and word search with

the words. Take test with scoring and feedback for each

$2.99
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Learn How to

Spell Your First

1,000 Words

with Little

Speller

Includes 5 c-v-c spelling lists and numerous category lists

(foods, home, wildlife, etc.). Drag the letters to spell the

word, with or without a model. Option to add your own

images, sounds, and words.

Also available:

Kids Learning- Little Speller 3 Letter Words: Words

grouped by short-vowel sound.

Preschool Games- Little Speller (Four Letter Words):

Words grouped by initial letter.

Sight Words by Little Speller: Uses words from Dolch List

$0.99

Build A Word-

Easy Spelling

Uses letter names for building words. Over 700 words

are included (grouped into lists, such as: Dolch Word 3rd

Grade, short “a” words, color words, etc.). There is option

to add words and create your own lists. Accessibility

options include: tap, drag and hover, drag and drop, and

high contrast interface. Three activities: Learn (with a

model); Practice (without a model); and Test. Option to

turn mini-game rewards on or off.

Also available: Build A Word- Easy Spelling with Phonics

$0.99

ABC Spelling

Magic Short

Vowel Words

Build simple consonant-vowel-consonant words using

phonics-enabled alphabet.

Also available for free:

ABC Spelling Magic 2 Consonant Blends

ABC Spelling Magic 3 Blends and Syllables

Free

Rocket Speller Rocket Speller is a spelling game that uses letter names to

build words. Drag letters into correct position to spell

pictured/voiced word. Four levels of difficulty: place

letters in any order given letter hints; place letters in

order given letter hints; place letters for simple words in

order given no hints; place letters for complex words in

order given no hints. Includes rewards for completing

activities.

Free


